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New millimeter-wave and microwave measurements for CH3OD have been combined with previous literature data and with
an extended body of Fourier transform far-infrared observations in a full global analysis of the first two torsional states (v t 5
0 and 1) of the ground vibrational state. The fitted CH3OD data set contained 564 microwave and millimeter-wave lines and
4664 far-infrared lines, representing the most recent available information in the quantum number rangesJ # 20 andK #
15. A 53-parameter converged global fit was achieved with an overall weighted standard deviation of 1.060, essentially
within the assigned measurement uncertainties of6100 kHz for almost all of the microwave and millimeter-wave lines and
66 MHz for the far-infrared lines. The new parameters for CH3OD are compared to previous results obtained for the12CH3OH,
13CH3OH, and CD3OH isotopomers over the same quantum number ranges using the identical fitting program. Strong
asymmetry-induced coupling between the accidentally near-degenerate 0E and21E v t 5 0 substates is successfully modeled
by the fit. © 2000 Academic Press
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I. INTRODUCTION

This analysis of the ground state spectrum of the CH3OD
species of methanol is the fourth in a series of global fi
studies of the microwave (MW), millimeter-wave (MMW
and far-infrared (FIR) spectra of methanol and its isotopo
(1–4). The data sets have all been chosen to cover cl
similar ranges of quantum number to permit consistent i
comparison of the results. Each of the global fits reproduce
data to within experimental accuracy, using a computer
gram (5) based on the formalism of Herbstet al. (6). Here, we
will give brief introductory remarks relating to CH3OD and
refer the reader to the previous literature (1–7) for details of the
omputer program, the Hamiltonian model used, and the b
round to the notation for the torsion–rotation quantum n
ers and transition labeling.
There have been a number of studies of the MW and M

pectra of CH3OD (8–13), originally aimed at the structur
determination of methanol via isotopic substitution, and
with astrophysical applications in view. CH3OD was also in-
luded in Woods’ far-infrared (FIR) study of four metha
sotopomers (14), whose ground state spectra were su
uently analyzed by Kwan and Dennison (15) in order to bette
efine the torsional potential and Hamiltonian parameters
ently, the high-resolution Fourier transform far-infrared (
IR) spectrum has been investigated for the ground vibrat
60
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tate, and several fits to model Hamiltonians of differing or
ave been reported (16–19) for a variety of subsets of th
TFIR data. Further ground state information is also avai

n the form of IR combination differences from the spectrum
he CO–stretching fundamental band (20) and from exploratio
y laser Stark spectroscopy of torsion–rotation transition

he vicinity of the HCN laser lines (21).
The present paper reports new MMW measurement
H3OD in the ranges from 126 –147 and 482– 499 GHz,

a number of further measurements in the MW region, w
have yielded about 160 new line assignments. These
been combined with previous data in a global fit of a tota
5228 assigned MW, MMW, and FTFIR ground state tr
sitions of CH3OD involving levels of the first two torsion
states (v t 5 0 and 1) up to a maximum rotational quant
number J of 20. The one-dimensional torsion–rotat
model is implemented in a well-tested computer program5)
previously applied successfully for the12CH3OH (1, 2),
13CH3OH (3), and CD3OH (4) isotopomers of methanol a
also for acetaldehyde, CH3CHO (7).

As described previously (4), the principal goals in our pro
gram of global analyses of ground state spectra for meth
isotopomers are as follows.

(i) To achieve fits of all observed transitions to wit
experimental accuracy over quantum number ranges suffi
for rigorous testing of the model. So far, our CH3OH,
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61MMW SPECTRA AND TORSION–ROTATION ANALYSIS FOR CH3OD
CH3OH, and CD3OH analyses have proven that the o
dimensional Hamiltonian model is very successful in des
ing v t 5 0 and 1 methanol energy levels below and imm-

tely above the torsional barrier.
(ii) To obtain molecular parameters for different metha

sotopomers in as consistent a way as possible by usin
ame computer program to analyze data sets covering the
uantum number ranges. This should then permit meani

ntercomparison in order to explore the physical interpreta
f the parameters.

II. NEW MMW AND MW SPECTRA

The majority of the new measurements in this work w
obtained in two runs on the automated FASSST rapid-
MMW spectrometer at Ohio State University (22). The first
can covered the region from 126.4 to 146.9 GHz, gener
peak list of 567 lines, and the second from 482.5 to 4
Hz with a peak list of 253 lines. We found that even with
hort scanning times of the FASSST technique, rapid D7 H
hemical exchange in the absorption cell was a problem
ignificant number of known CH3OH lines from the recen

microwave review (23) turned up in the peak lists of t
H3OD spectra. In addition to the new MMW observation

number of additional lines have been measured in the
region at the University of New Brunswick (24), using a
onventional Stark-modulated spectrometer with klys
ources.
We have been able to assign torsion–rotation quantum

ers to a substantial number of the new lines. These trans
ith their frequencies are included in the complete table
ssigned CH3OD MW and MMW lines which are discuss
elow in Section III.3. As well, we have deposited the FASS
MW peak lists, giving the line frequencies and rela

ntensities and marking the suspected CH3OH features, a
supplementary data with the JMS archive accessible thr
the JMS home page at www.idealibrary.com.

III. GLOBAL FIT

1. Thev t 5 0 and 1 Data Set

Our fitted data set for CH3OD included a total of 5228 MW
MMW, and FIR lines covering quantum number rangesv t # 1

nd J # 20 for bothA and E torsional symmetries and
availableK states. The 564 MW and MMW frequencies w
obtained from the NIST MW data center compilation (25),
previous literature (8–13), private files (26), and the new
measurements discussed above from Ohio State and UNB24).
The 4664 fitted FTFIR data were derived from analysis,
the aid of the Ritz program (27), of spectra recorded in th

iessen laboratory (16, 17). For the Fourier transform me
urements, the long integration times again meant that c
cal exchange between D and H was a significant problem
Copyright © 2000 by
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trong CH3OH lines can be seen in published segments o
FIR spectra (16, 18).

The present FTFIR dataset is about twice as large a
previously been analyzed, with a more complete rangeK
values, particularly for torsionally excitedE transitions. Earlie
reported fits (17, 19) were to a transition subset withJ # 20
andK # 6, but included onlyK states from23 to 26 for E
ubbands involvingv t 5 1 levels. This previous data s

which was stated to contain 2348 lines in the 20–350 c21

region, was archived as supplementary information and m
available through both the British Library Document Sup
Centre (17) and the JMS archive (19). (We note in passin

owever, that the list from the former contains only 2
ntries, while the latter has 2348 transitions but inclu
round 50 wavenumbers below 20 cm21 which are duplicate

of MW and MMW lines already in the fit. Also, theA6 labeling
is somewhat erratic in the archived data when theK-doubling
is unresolved, and transitions are listed which formally
forbidden by the selection rules. With theA6 splittings unre-
solved, of course, the forbidden and allowed transition w
numbers are identical so that only the statistics of the fi
affected, with a single measured line being included up to
times. Nevertheless, one needs to be careful in readinA6

transition labels from the archived data.)
In our data set, all of the transition information was critic

evaluated for reliability and internal consistency prior to fitt
this step had proven decisive in the earlier analyses in re
ing contamination from poorly measured or misassigned
and thereby achieving convergence and stable fits. All
MW and MMW lines were assigned an uncertainty of6100
kHz in the fit, except for a few unresolvedK-doublet transi
tions which were given uncertainties of6200 kHz. The 466
FTFIR lines were assigned a uniform uncertainty of60.0002
cm21 (66 MHz). Here, use of the line-fitting routine develop
for the Ritz program (28) was important in resolving blend
features and enhancing the accuracy of the wavenumbe
further group of assigned MW and MMW lines were exclu
from the fit because the (nobs 2 ncalc) residuals were unreaso-
ably high or because they were blended and had mu
assignments. A number of FTFIR lines were omitted as
for the latter reason. In view of the large size and br
quantum number range of the overall fitted dataset, we d
believe that the omission of these doubtful lines would
stantially affect the values of the fitted parameters.

We also chose at this stage not to incorporatev t 5 2 a-type
MW lines, which had been included in one of the previ

tudies (19), in order to maintain consistency and compara
ty with the earlier global fits in our series (1–4). To treatv t 5
2 data properly in a truev t 5 0–2 fit, one would look fo
DK 5 61 b-type transitions more sensitive to the torsio
potential and seek to include data covering a substantial
of J and K quantum numbers. Suchv t 5 2 data have so fa
only been treated in a single-v t-state fit (18). In the presen
work, as discussed below in Section II.3, we did calculate
Academic Press
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62 WALSH ET AL.
v t 5 2 a-type transition frequencies utilizing ourv t 5 0 1 1
parameter set to explore how well these parameters w
account for thatv t 5 2 information.

2. Overall Fit Results and Parameters

In the global fit to the CH3OD data, we achieved conve-
gence with an overall unitless weighted standard deviatio
1.060 using 53 adjusted parameters. The MW and MMW
were fitted with weighted rms errors of 1.149 for the 424v t 5
0 transitions and 1.816 for the 140v t 5 1 transitions. Th
FTFIR lines were fitted with a weighted rms error of 1.0
Table 1 presents the parameters from the fit arranged acco
to increasing order of torsion–rotation operator. The ov
order isn [ l 1 m, wherel is the order of the torsional facto
andm is the order of the rotational factor (6). For comparison
the results from the previous corresponding fits for CH3OH,
13CH3OH, and CD3OH (2–4) are included in Table 1 as we

In general, the four sets of molecular constants show
consistency, with comparable values for the larger param
allowing for changes with mass, and no obvious discrepa
in the lower order terms. As found for CD3OH (4), the “a-
type” parameters with aP2 factor in their matrix elemen
decrease significantly with deuteration, but now the “b-type”
erms withPa-dependence such ask1 or k2 also change su-
stantially, indicating that centrifugal distortion with axialK-
otation tends to be dominated by the light OH rotor.

In Table 1, we did not attempt to compare our parame
ith those of other workers, due to a problem with contem

ary detailed analyses of methanol spectra that the sp
amiltonians used in the various studies almost all diffe
ome important aspect, with significant effects on the pa
ters. One of the major differences arises through the defin
f the molecular axes. The torsional angular momentumPg in

he commonly used IAM internal axis method (9, 15) corre-
ponds in our rho-axis system (7) to the operator (Pg 1 rPa),

which leads to major changes in the expectation value
terms of the typePg

n and sizeable deviations between sup-
cially identical Hamiltonian parameters. Thus, one must e
cise great care in comparing the parameters from the diff
models. Recent discussion (29) of the possible reasons f
large discrepancies between thek1, k2, and k3 values in
13CH3OH global fits, for example, should be revised beca
he differences between the two axis systems and Hamilto
ere not taken into account. If one transforms appropria
etween the two axis systems, the parameters turn out
losely similar.

. CH3OD MW and MMW Transitions

To partially display the range and quality of the global
e list all v t 5 04 0 and 14 1 MW and MMW transition

hat were considered in this work in Tables 2 and 3 forA and
E torsional symmetries, respectively. The data are arrang
K9 4 K0 subband, together with the (nobs 2 ncalc) residuals an
Copyright © 2000 by
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the original literature references. About 160 of the lines ar
new CH3OD measurements from the FASSST spectrome
Ohio State University (22) or the Stark spectrometer at UN
The literature lines marked with an asterisk in the tables
not included in the fit because they violated closed-loop c
bination relations, had unreasonably large (O2 C) residuals
or were blended with multiple assignments.

For the quantum number ranges covered in this work
accuracies of line predictions based on the final paramet
of Table 1 will be either;100 kHz or;6 MHz depending o
whether frequency-measured or Fourier transform FIR
were fitted in the original data set. Thus, the ranges of the
and MMW data in Tables 2 and 3 also serve as guides
whether a given calculated transition may be expected to
the higher 100 kHz level of accuracy. The uncertaintie
calculated frequencies increase sharply above the fit u
limit of J 5 20.

To explore whetherv t 5 2 a-type data were predictab
from ourv t 5 0 1 1 parameter set or whether they contai
significant new information that would require further hig
order parameters, we calculated frequencies for the kn
v t 5 2 MW lines. The results are presented in Table 4and
show that our parameters do a reasonably good job of acc
ing for the v t 5 2 data. However, the (O2 C) errors ar
elatively systematic and increase fairly linearly withJ9 to
ypically about 6 MHz atJ9 5 10, suggesting that refineme
r additions to theJ-dependent terms in the Hamiltonian wo

indeed improve the agreement. The very large residual
tained for theK 5 24 E transitions indicate a possib
misassignment of that series in the literature.

4. Coupling between the K5 0 and21 E States

One of the notable features of the energy level structu
CH3OD is an accidental near-degeneracy between theK 5 0
andK 5 21 E levels forv t 5 0, leading to particularly stron
asymmetry-induced coupling and mixing among the low-K E
levels. Due to partial cancellation of torsional and rotatio
energies, theK 5 21 E levels lie only about 0.6 cm21 above
the K 5 0 E levels at lowJ. Furthermore, the large CH3OD
value for the product of inertia term,D ab, gives a largeDK 5
1 asymmetry matrix element coupling theK 5 0 and 21
levels. Thus, when theDK 5 2 asymmetry matrix elemen
connecting to theK 5 1 andK 5 62 E levels not far abov
are brought in as well, strong mixing occurs throughout
whole 53 5 K 5 0 2 62 sublevel complex with significa

erturbations to transition frequencies and intensities. Wit
esulting difficulties in assignment, the energies for thesev t 5

0 E substates have been determined from the FTFIR spe
so far only up toJ 5 18 for K 5 0 and21, J 5 17 for K 5

and 2, andJ 5 14 for K 5 22. In Fig. 1a, we show th
pattern of the experimental energies inJ-reduced form, ob
tained by subtractingBJ( J 1 1) from the term values using

ean effectiveB value of 0.7576 cm21. The close approac
Academic Press
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TABLE 1
Torsion–Rotation Parameters (in cm21) for Global Fits of Transitions Involving vt 5 0

and vt 5 1 Torsional States of CH3OH, 13CH3OH, CD3OH, and CH3OD
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press



64 WALSH ET AL.
TABLE 2
CH3OD MW and MMW vt 5 0 4 0 and vt 5 1 4 1 Transitions of A Torsional Symmetry for J < 20,

with O 2 C Residuals from the Global Fit

Note: Refs.: A, (9); B, (10); C, (11); D, (12); E, (13); W, (24); O, new Ohio State FASSST measurements.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
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65MMW SPECTRA AND TORSION–ROTATION ANALYSIS FOR CH3OD
and strong downward shifts of theK 5 0 and21 levels at high
J are quite striking.

To explore qualitatively the effects of asymmetry mixing
producing this energy pattern, we used Matlab to set up
diagonalize a simple 53 5 Hamiltonian matrix for theK 5 0
o 62 E levels of givenJ. We took theJ 5 2 Ritz term value
s the unperturbed diagonal elements and used molecula
tantsD ab 5 840.8 MHz and (B 2 C) 5 1483.2 MHzderived

from Table 1 to calculate theDK 5 61 and DK 5 62

TABLE 2
Copyright © 2000 by
nd

on-

off-diagonal asymmetry matrix elements. Figure 1b illustr
the resulting energy curves, showing theK 5 0 and 21
energies slowly converging to a minimum separation atJ 5 16
and then gradually moving apart again at higherJ. The exper
imental and calculated patterns are remarkably similar, s
ing that asymmetry coupling is certainly the dominant con
utor to the energy perturbations. However, in quantita
detail the separation betweenK 5 0 and21 levels calculate
from the simple 53 5 model is significantly larger than th

Continued
—
Academic Press
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TABLE 3
CH3OD MW and MMW vt 5 0 4 0 and vt 5 1 4 1 Transitions of E Torsional Symmetry for J < 20,

with O 2 C Residuals from the Global Fit

Note: Refs.: A, (9); B, (10); C, (11); D, (12); E, (13); W, (24); L, (26); O, new Ohio State FASSST measurements.
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
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TABLE 3—Continued
Copyright © 2000 by Academic Press
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68 WALSH ET AL.
observed, possibly reflecting the influence of higher o
Hamiltonian terms or interaction with theK 5 23 levels
which would act to push theK 5 21 levels further down.

The strong coupling and mixing among the substates
cated by Fig. 1 also created difficulties within the fitt
program in assigning consistentK labels to the Hamiltonia
eigenvalues and correctly keeping track of each parti
series of substate levels with increasingJ value. Originally, a

umber of FTFIR lines involving the levels withJ . 16
abeled asK 5 0 or K 5 21 E had conspicuously larg
esiduals so were removed from the fit. However, the ma
udes of the residuals were quite consistent at 0.172 and
m21 for J 5 17 and 18, respectively, and on inspection tur

out to be precisely the separations betweenK 5 0 and21 term
alues for thoseJ states. A plot of the computer-genera
nergies was virtually identical to Fig. 1a but had a “le
rossing” betweenJ 5 16 andJ 5 17 due to interchange b
he program of theK 5 0 and21 labeling forJ $ 17. Thus
imply switching theK 5 0 and21 assignments forJ $ 17
ufficed to solve the problem and bring the residuals
own to experimental accuracy. (Note that both the orig
nd the reversed assignments are shown in the archived F
ata set, in order to highlight theK-labeling problem and t
mphasize the successful modeling of these lines with
-ordering reversed.)
The only other major discrepancies between observed

alculated wavenumbers in the fit occurred for the (v t, K,
J) 5 (1, 0, 18)4 (0, 1, 17)E transition, with a residua

f 20.14249 cm21, and the (1,21, 13)4 (0, 22, 14) and
1, 21, 14)4 (0, 22, 14) E transitions with residuals o

TABLE 3
Copyright © 2000 by
r
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.07329 and 0.07297 cm21, respectively, as seen in t
archived data. Each of these lines was the last iden
member of its particular series in the spectrum, sugge
that the literature assignments had gone off track at t
points. We realized that we could explicitly check for this
using published IR wavenumbers for the CO–stretc
band (20) to determineK 5 1 and22 E v t 5 0 ground stat
combination differences. These were then matched ag
the corresponding combination differences calculated
ground state term values obtained from analysis of
assigned FIR lines using the Ritz fitting program (27). We
ound that to reproduce the CO–stretching IR combina
ifferences, the (0, 1, 17) and (0,22, 14)E energies indee
eeded to be adjusted by20.1418 and10.0732 cm21, as

implied from the residuals in the fit, showing that the glo
analysis is correctly modeling these levels.

As implied above, the large asymmetry shifts and mixin
the five strongly coupledK 5 0 to 62 v t 5 0 E substate
make detailed calculation of transitions involving their sub
els a rigorous test for the global fitting program. However,
current corrected (nobs 2 ncalc) residuals for these transitio
show no features unaccounted for, and the perturbed sub
are well reproduced. With respect to the question of whe
the K 5 0 and21 v t 5 0 E levels start to slowly diverg
again aboveJ 5 18 as our analysis predicts, an extrapola
of the K 5 0 and 21 E series using the IR ground st
combination differences indicates that this is in fact the c
and that the energies are well modeled by the calcula
based on the parameters of Table 1.

ontinued
—C
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69MMW SPECTRA AND TORSION–ROTATION ANALYSIS FOR CH3OD
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work on thev t 5 0 and 1 ground state spectrum
he CH3OD isotopic species of methanol, new measurem
and line assignments have been obtained in the MMW

TAB
CH3OD MW and MMW vt 5 2 4 2 a-Type Transi

Observed Minus Calculated Residuals Obtain

Note: Refs.: A, (9); E, (13); O, new Ohio State FASSST mea
Copyright © 2000 by
ts
d

MW spectral regions and have been incorporated into a
data set of 564 MW and MMW lines and 4664 FTFIR lin
Global analysis of this data set has been accomplished w
overall weighted standard deviation of 1.060, i.e., essentia

4
s of A and E Torsional Symmetry for J < 20 with
Using the Global Fit Parameters of Table 1

ements.
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70 WALSH ET AL.
within mean experimental uncertainty, using a torsion–rota
model with 53 adjustable parameters and including terms
to sixth order in the torsion–rotation operators. The new M
measurements, plus the results of the fit in the form of the
dataset together with the least-squares (nobs 2 ncalc) residuals

ave been deposited as supplementary information in the
rchive, accessible from the JMS home page at w

dealibrary.com.
There is good internal consistency among the paramete

btained here for CH3OD and previously for12CH3OH (2),
13CH3OH (3), and CD3OH (4). This reinforces confidence
the fitting procedure, suggesting that the right minima
being found in the least-squares process and that the para
reliability will permit meaningful intercomparison. Furth
more, recentab initio calculations using the Gaussian prog
to explore structural relaxation when going from the bottom
the top of the torsional barrier (30) have shown promisin
agreement with the global fitting results for12CH3OH for those
distortional terms having a (12 cos3g) functional dependenc

Altogether, we have now achieved global fits for thev t 5 0
nd 1 torsional states of CH3OH, 13CH3OH, CD3OH, and
H3OD for J # 20 over the full availableK value ranges. Th
arameter sets have been used to calculate reliable groun
nergies which have proven to be extremely valuable fo

FIG. 1. (a) Plot ofJ-reduced experimental torsion–rotation energies
) from the term values using a meanB value of 0.7576 cm21. (b) Torsion–

from a simple 53 5 Hamiltonian taking theJ 5 2 term values as the unpertu
evaluated withD ab 5 840.8 MHz and (B 2 C) 5 1483.2MHz, respective
Copyright © 2000 by
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ssignment of IR vibrational bands through the use of gr
tate combination differences.
Planned extensions to the program of global fitting inclu
ove upward in energy to torsional states withv t $ 2 in order

to test the one-dimensional Hamiltonian model in the
free-rotor regime above the barrier. Once the lower leve
the ground state are firmly under control, we will be i
position to explore coupled-state analysis of the vibrati
perturbations that enter the problem when highv t ground stat
levels interact withv t 5 0 and 1 states of the small-amplitu
vibrations. We will also extend our global fitting to additio
methanol isotopomers for which large spectroscopic data
exist, in order to probe further the isotopic dependence o
parameters. At present, the encouraging convergence of e
imental spectroscopy and theoreticalab initio techniques (30–

2) holds promise for detailed understanding of the isot
esults and quantitative interpretation of many of the Ham
ian parameters.
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